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1 13efore beginning the critique, a review of some background

informa4on on affirthative action will be of value. Among other

ttiings, it will serve to indiCate the meaning of the term "affirm-

ative.action."

Programs to promote affirmative action have had a relatively

btief history. Franklin D. Roosevelt issued an executive order in

A941,prohibiting discrimination based on race, creed, color or

..national origin in government and defense industries. This was

followed by several 'other passive non-discrimination orders in the

Rooievelt, Truman and Eisenhower administrations. In 1961, John F.#
,

-

This paper focuses on motivational bases for affirmative action
-i ,

programs, particularly as these.programs pertain to postsecondary

education. I wish to emphasize at the outset that the paper does no

.attempt to 4valuate the merits of affirmative action as such, bdt

only to critique the motivational bases for it. Bx motivational

bases,'I mean the basic incentives which are invoked in order to gain,

public support for action programs. These bases might be
.

thought of as the fundamental rationales which are used to stimulate=
,

acceptance of the concept and practice of affirmative action.

For purposes of analysis, I have divided these bases into three
,

generic types: 1) those associated with reaso s of morality (e.g.,

affirmative action is "good" or "right"), 2)4lose associated with

reasons of legality (e.g., affirmative action is "lawful" or "legit-

/mate") and 3) those associated with reasons-of utility (e.g.,

affirmative actions nexpeCilent" or "useful"). ,

The specific' ask of this paper will be to critique the

effectiveness.of these motivational bases. That is, this paper will

try to, answer the question, "How well does each one of these motiva-

tional bases generate popular support forthe successful pursuit of

affirmative action and the accomplishment of its ultimate goal which
'4.

it equal educational,and employment opportdnity?" In answering this

question,, the paper will take a,theoretical rather than empirical
.

Kerkiedy issued Executive "Order 10925, the first executive order

..squitIng government contractors to "take affirmative action to

r.
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ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated

during employment, without regard to their race, creedcolor., Or

national origin" (sec: 01(1 ,emphasis added). Lyndon B. 'Johnson
. ."

issued Executive Order 11246 in 1965 which gave more effective

implementation.to federal affirmative action policy and delegated

enforcement responsibility to the Secretary, of Labor. In 1971, the'

Department of Labor. issued Revised Order No.. 4 which defined an

affirmative action program as follows:'
,

An affirmative' action program isa set of specificana .-
4

result-oriented prbcedures to' which contractor'coMidltf

'himself apply every good faith effort. 'The objeo-
,

tive othose procedures plus such efforts i equalemploy-

ment opportunity.-Procedures withoUt effort,to make them

work are meaningless; and effort, undirected by spegifiClo

and meaningful procedures, is,inadequate: An acceptable,% . /

..affirmative action program must include an analysis -¢f '
..

areas within which the contractor is deficient in the.

utilization of minority groups and women; and furthei7
4.

goals and timetables to which the contiactor's:goad taifh

efforts must be directed to 'Correct the deficiencies and
, .

thus to increase materially the'utiltzation of kribtffles

and women, at all lev;ls and in all segments'of,14;4sic]

work force where deficiencies exist. (8 60-20`.0)

Executive Order 11246 was not applied to postsecondari edu-
.

cational inibitutions until 1971. At that time, the DepartOenb of

Health; Education and Welfare was designated as the compliance

'agency for these institutions: In 1972, HEW issued the

Education Guidelines for-implementing Executive Order_ 115.

These Guidelines required postsecondary institutions 0

. to do more than ensure employment neutrality with reki"td

to race, color, religion, sex and national origp..i4ks,:

the pfirs,s4 implies, affirmative action requires the 'bm-,

ployer to make additional efforts to recruit, employe,

and promote qualified members of groups formerly ex--
A ?,'

eluded, even if that exclusion cannot be traced to
/

a.
t
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particular discriminatory actions on the part of the em-

plc4er: The premise of the affirmative action concept of

the Executive Order is that unless positive action is.

taken to overcome the effects. of systemic, institutional

forms.of exclusion and discrimination a benign neutrality

in,eMployment-pactid'es will tend .to perpetuate the

.3

status aaLo ante indefinitely. (p.3)
e.

-Besides the programs which have been mandated by-the executive

branch of government, the courts have ordered,varfous forms of

affirmative action as a remedy throughout the 1960s and 70s after.

findings of illegal discrimination. .

ppralitv as a Motivational Basis

Morality is the first.motivational basis fot affirmative

action which will be considered. Etgologically defined, morality

means that which is cu*tomary. This meaning is indicative of the

fact that what.is correct from the moral standpoint often depends

up6n group usage. 1

Apart Boni appeal to religious revelation, morality usually

looks to philosophical ethics for its theoretical determination.

Thete are essentially four ethical principles which may be used

to determine the morality of affirmative action. The first is the

Principle of simple justice. This principle dictates that one

should give to anot er that 1hich is heror his due. While there

is little dispute ove the principle itself, when it comes to the

question of affirmative action there is a great deal of disagree:

ment in American society over what is actually due and to whomit:

should be given: The second principle is the principle of com-

pensatory justice. This dictates that an equitable compensation

is owed parties whiz; have suffered injury in the past. According

to this principle, a case could be made, on the one side, that

since black people have been victimized for three hdndred and

fifty years in America by slavery'and institutional racism, they

should be entitled to the benefits of affirmative action on the-

basis of Compensatory justice. On the othei side, however, a

r
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case could be iade that the prbsent rights%of the white majority
,

may not be viglatectin order toredress past injustice, since it

'wes:not;*the. members ofothe pi;eent. majority 1411,:?-calied the in-
.

jilstiCe..The.third principle_ 3.s the principle of distribtitie .

justi e. Thie states that.the distribution of goods pr7opporiun-
..%

ities n-societyshould'takeplace in a way :that tends to elim-
, .

inate D ;sent inequities. According
.

to this principle,.a case
.

% could be made, ore the one side, that affirmative action would
.. .

provide a mechanismfor the more , equitable distribution of
. .

.dpportunity in society. On the other site, the*case could be male
N,

that 'such mechanism, based as it is simply on a racial class-
, .

ification (or a sexual oevthnic classificatiofi depending-on

the particular affirmative action.Program), is completely irrel-.

evahl.; That is, the sole fact of what rice.(or sex,ot ethnic.

group) a person belongs to should never be made a releviht con-

sifieration in employment matters, emen if that consideration4s

supposedly "benign." The fourth principle is the principle of

foimil equality. This states that.equals should be treated equally

anAutiequals, should be treated unequally. According to this prin-

%ciple i case could be made-, on the one side, that a neutral,

nonreflrential opportunity program would be equitable only if

'everyone were in.a relatively similar situation, but since every-

one is not so

. other'side; a

not similarly

the needs of

whole racial

,

on which moral claims are built, are open to conflicting inter-
.

pretations. Thisis.true primarily because of two fundamental
.9

,human dilemmas. The first is the dilemma of the one and the

many.. In social terms, this dilemma raises the problem of the

41,
individuhl's place in society. Does the individual have b. unique

discr9te identity or is she or he to be defined basically'in

reference to a group?To put the question another way,,doesthe

situated affirmative action is justified. On the*

case couls1 be made that, granted that everyone pis

situated, the way to remedy this is to focus an

individuals rather than to structureprograms for

(or sexual, or ethnic) groups.

As can be seen.*bove, the principles of philosophical ethics

,

,
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indlvidual give meaning to thegrotiP or does the group give

wiping to the individual? A reply that there is some truth in

both of these possibilities does not filly solve the4dilemma

TM:second dilemma is the dilemma'of the absolutaand therelative.

In social terms;'this dilemma raises the question of whether
,

reality, truth and value are of a fixed and unchanging Oaricter .

or whether%they are of a transient and variable character. To

put the question another way, are there.objectively existing 4'

rightarewers; or is what 'is right a latter df subjective cir-: .

cumstahce?

Ttie.truth of, either side of'the two foregoing dileAhas .

cannot be proved - at leist it cannot be proved to the satis-.
.

faction of the opposing view.'Questions of morality are difficul

to resolVe when they involve only individuals, and are al the

more dtfacult, when they involve group6 and are extended ovpr:
it

generatioht. When there is the farther Complication of funds -

mentally ,different outlooks on reality, then the, rdbability

is quite high'that'the moral. problem in question will remain

irresolvably,moot Thus, the choice of a moral beas:as the '1.

motivation for an affirmatilie action. program is not likely' to
(. v.% .

attract the kind of. broadbasedtdoncensus iihich is neededpto

support stichi. program, stnce th questiaof whether this.i.;
-

the "right" or "good" think to do will be perennially contro-'
.

versial. The truth of this latter statementmay'be Ouge4 by the
. . .

fact that no sooner is one "reverse discrimination" iiiit,resolved

in a court than another one is lintroducedfor hearing".

- Legalityas a Motivational Basis .

Legality is the second motivational basis for' affirmative
.

.

action to be considered. Legality is defined as adherence `or
.

. . .

conformity to la*, with law being defined as a rt.11..edir of
.

conduct set up by community autt'laiiiY. ..
.

. .

Perhaps the chief merit of legality as a motivational )Dasts. 0

for affirmative action is that it emphasizes 1.hataffirinative
P 4

14
action is the official: policy of theanation Corr states7::or citY)16

. .

.

A . 4
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It also lays stress on the power of tedeial (or state, or local)

enforcement behind this policy. A number-of empiFfcal studies

(e.g., Adams & Jones, 1980; Bell, Ware:Ie& Y4rg?.er, t9751

kraitis & Feagin, 1978: Loeb, Feber,& Iokiry, 19781 Steele &

Green, 1976) have shown, however, ttiatgovernment regulation of .

affirmarive,action.programs'in the field, of posts?condary_educa-

tion has been. less than sucbessful. Dne problem of government-

regulAediaffirmative action prdgrams is that these progimms-

uiilize a simplistic systems- analysis aVproach. They. 'mandate

that a work force analysis 126 Made peio&ically.and that gpals

and timetables be estabWhed. A great.deal'ofrecord-keeRng

is thu's necessitated, but only a "gopd faith" effort is required
. dr

rather than a showing of substantial. results. In pbstsecondary

4 education, many deans and department chaitpersons know that they

can get by, under the law, with'a itininum'of-effort..It4is not

that these people consciously wish to discrlion&te. Indeed, my

'experience as an university,affirmative.action dffider has indi-

cated that, in my.university at least, a.dMinistrators were in
. . .

.every case apparehtly well-Intentioned. But they, like nature,

abhor a'vacuum. They want to fil.l a position as soon as possible,

worrying

late ,. thatfreeze sight be placed on hiring, or that the':p-J
that either superiorrior canaidates.Might not be available,

position might bp' transferzed
N
to another department, or that tome,

'other unfOreseen circumstance might prevelit them froM filling the

post.

t Another prob/ei

action on grounds. of
..

shift. Consider that
: -

. .

ago that,Chlef Just Le Roger Drboke lane.), wrote In Dred Scott v.
. .

Sandforc050 (1857) that biaCk people, whether slave or free,

,were ;410':fi inferio'to whites'that they had no rights which whites
'.,

were bcalnd, to reipect.'It was jess'than one hundred years ago - and

V

. ,
, ir. '

"of basing motiyational support for affirmative

legartty is thht these grounds are liable to

JA,sias,less than one hundred and fifty years

'after the.Fourteenth Amendient wat passed -1that the 8upremi Court

stated pl,US decision in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896):

A We consider the underlying fallacy of the.plan'tiff's

t
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argument.to consist in the assumption that the enforced'

separation of the two races stamps the colored race

*with a badge of inferiority. If this be so, it is not

by. reason of anything found in the act, but,solely because.

the colored race chooses to'put that construction en it....

lAgislition is powerless to eradicate racial ifistpcts.er

to abolish distinctions based'upon physical differences,

and. the attempt to do so can only result in accentuating

the difftculties of the present situation. (Plessy v.

Ferguson 5n Noll 4 Kelly, 1970, pp. 270-2717)
/

While it is doubtful that our law. will revert to such racist inter-

' .pretations, kis well to rermber that law is not immutable. In

. the 196CS and 70s, as indicated above, affirmative action'wt

-aggreesively pursued y,the government. More recently, however,

,there bave been sign, that this official legal support is weaken-

ing. This scan ye seen most clearly in the judicial area in the

recent' relatively conservative'decision pf the Supreme Court in

the Bakke case (Regent" of the University of California v. Bakke.

1978).. In this case, the Court held that race, may be tone of a

number of factorslin.admcsgions decisiOns, but it may not be the
. -

controlling factor. It can.also be teen in the executive area in

the Reagan administration's poltcY of eliminating-anything con-
,

nected wit h affirmative action which is interpreted atsnvolving

"` "quotas."

The mote basic difficulty with' law as a motivational 'basis

is that It is simply not able-to serve as a sufficient rationale,

in itself, for a social policy like affirmative actiolelaw is

ineant to serve as a codification and basis for adjudication of

polidywhichis already valued for some reasoni.'Dewey affirmed

this point in 1897, saying that "All reforms which rest simply

upon the enactment of law, or the threatening of certain penalties',

or upon changes in mechanical or outward arrangements, are transi-

tory and futile" (Dewey 21n Noll & Kelly, 1970, p. 2147): Witt-

genstein (1522) has said: "There must indeed be some kind of

etnicaIlkef4ira and,ethical punishment, but they must reside in -

the action itself"'(no. 6.1i-22). This judgment"atIplies beyond the

41
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specifically moral sphere. In othewords, afarmative action

cannot effectively be based on externalincentives (e.g.,

getting orkeeping government contracts) or On fear (e.g.,

avoidance of court sults),.tutrather on the understanding

that affirmative action is to the benefit of the postsecondary

institution as well as to the benefit of all of the individuals

associated with the institution.

Utility as a Motivational Basis

Utility is-the third motivational basis for affirmative

action to be considered. Utility may be defined as usefulness,

measured in terms of results or consequences. Utility thus focus-

k es on the effectiveness of a program or policy as a means an

end, :rather than on the intrinsic qualities of the program or

policy itself, This basis for affirmative actiop cannot be ore.

tiquea in an abstract isolated faAion apart from some specified

eftd for. which it serves as a means, for, in the utilitarian

perspective, the means must always be justifieci.by the end.

Therefore', the following scenario is offered to illustrate how

affirmativeactfbn might be' motivated by a utilitarian basis.

It is generally acknowledged that most postsecondary insti-
.

tutiOnt will,face"pta possibility of,a seridus decline in enroll-

8

0 .

ment in the next biro decades. Indeed, the American Association of
, .

Collegiate Re istrars eld, issiona Offi and the Cojlege .

Entrance Examination Board (1/80) have re orte that postsecondaiy

education fi alrepdy A buyer's Rarket. Not sowid y recognized is

a

. .

the fact that when the.demographic'changes which are now climb-

ing the educational ladder each the postsecondarY.rung, some

significant changes may o cur in the composition Of the post-

secondary tOpulation. Kerr (1978) has forecasted that, "it is

'quite possible that a greater proportion of minority group members

will, in the near future, attend college than of the white majority"

(p. 3). This forecast is suppc:Tted by a recent Carnegie Council Oh

Policy Studiei in Higher Education rbport,(1980). The report,
.

.

after affirming that "under the conditions of the next two deeades,

.

L
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conramer sovereignty may well prevail largely undisputed in mod(

institutions" (p. 29), goes on to predict that more white women,

More blacks and more Hispanics will be attending college, despite.

a general dedline in enrollment., Speaking of blacks in particular,

'the report states:

We expect that their attendance rates will equal those of

whites.'They already exceed those for whites within the

same income ranges. We expect attendance rates for blacks

ti the top half of the overall income ranget6exceed

those for whites in the top half of thedpverall-income

range, but we expect attendance rates 41r blacks in the

1-tit.40m half of the overall-income range to remain below
1-

those for whites in that half of the overall income range.

Some paris of the black community are moving ahead faster

-than others. Blacks, also, are becoming a higher propor-

tion of all youths. (pp. 42-43).
.

Given .,these demographic changes, it seems probable that

postsecondary education will become a buyer's market for minority

1

students. In this event, postsecondary institutions will most

likely become more\cohcerned with minority student recruitment

and minority student retention since these factors will become

important' in mainiaining enrollment as the volume of the tra-

ditiOnal majority clientele begins te%decline. In other words,

considerations of utility will naturally incline postsecondary

institutions to recruit and retain minority students. But in
4

order to reorult and retain minority stude s in the time of a
4.

buyer's market: Pbstsecondary institutions wi need to address'
. .

the probleiress.of making postsecondary institutions more socially,

eulturally,..economically and'politically atttactive ta.minority

'studeents.*One element involved in these%problems is the parvitude

of numbers of minority staff presently employed in most postsecon-

dary institutions. Without more reOresentative,nUmbers of

minorities, on staff, a -number of difficulties may Well ensue:

1) minority students will suffer from lack of ole models;

2) counseling for minority students by smat tic minority

faculty will. be more difficult to find; 3) the breaking of

.11

9
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to
stereotypes will be hampered; 4) opportunities for the groWth

of minority-studenW self-respqpt will be diminished; 5) the

promotion4of Jr.:ter:cultural "ana interrneialoandeiptanding . and

cooperation will be inhibited; 6) teaching and research concerns.
.

which might benefit from a minority perspective will be less

adequately pursued; 7) the, p'bvision of a Source for future

mitnoilty faculty will be endangered; 8) postsecondary institu-

tions will be seen as hypocritical in that they will not

appear to practice theaffirmative action policy which they .

proclaim; and 9) other social, economic and political consid-

_erations of a longer range, less specific, Tess predictable,

but none the less real character, will be affected.

To avoid these difficulties, an appeal might be made to
. .

institutional and individual self-interest in o er to-motivate
V:11

affirmative action and increase the number of mi ority staff.
. t

Majority faculty and administrators, who might otherwise re-
.

.gard affirmative action programs as improper intervention in

the traditional process of autonomous peer selection, might be

led to understand that if ,more minorities are, not "appointed and
.

. .

if the attendant difficulties described above occur, then growth.
_

and even survival of some postsecondary,units or programs in an *

institution- and consequently, continued employment of the present
. t .

majority personnel within-those units or programs - will be

threatened because ofA.oss of minority enrollment.iihere mor'al

or legal reasons may not provide sufficient motivation to increase

minority kaff, these utilitarian cbnsiderations, based bn the

awareness that what is in the interest of institutional stability

is eventually In the interest of the majority individual's job

ecurity,'may provide such motivation. It shOuld be noted ,that

these consideratibns are not entirely of the extrinsic incentive

variety. They stress, instead, the realization that the interests

4 of the majority and the minority are confluent. I am not suggegt-

ing here that moral or legal motivations should be completely

abandoned, however. Such motivations are necessary, but I do not
*

believe that they are sufficient: i
E

The utilitarian motivation in the previous scenario Auld not
2

1 2
Ji. Ake
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seem to injure equity considaratlonsin the hiring process. Search

r

committeSe-have been kntwn to report that' minority faculty candi-

dates do not meet the criterion of being "best qualified" for the

position. However, if a postsecondary institution is 14 need of

minority faculty for previously-described reasons of

then a-candidate's minority status could be_one significant and

valid factor to be weighed along with such other factors as

educational background, tekching, research and service experience

in deciding who is "best qualified." Utilitarian preferenCe for

minoritia could be served in this case lithout unfair discrim-'

ination against majority candidates by simply allowing extra con-

sideration for race (or sex, or ethnicity). Th'e Bakke (Regents of
-

the University. of California v. Bakke, 1.978> and ihe Weber (United

Steelworker 4,-<_,Anlerica,AFL-CIO-OIC v. Weber et al., 1979) dec i-

sions provide precedent fdtt",this approach. Justice Lewis Powell's

controlling opinion in the Bakke case makes mention of a,legiti-

mate state interest in an ethnically diverse student body and

suggests how an admissions program might b; Structured to provide

for this kind of diversity without violating the Fdurteenth

Amendment. On the basis of the considerations Iteritioned in the-above =

utilitarian scenario, it would seem thata state interestin to

ethnically diver& faculty .would be seen,by the Court,as equally
M.. 4

legitimate. Likewise, Justice Williai Brepnan'sTmajority opinion:. -.

1.6 thsWeber case holds that Title VII's prohibition of racial'

discrimination does not condemn all private,.voluntapy, rac4

conscious affirmative action plans. Employers are fAe, according
.

to the Weber decision, tq take race - conscious steprto,tliminate

:manifest racial imbalances in traditionally segregated job bate-

goriescrilithis regard, postdecondary faculty positions cpuld be.

viewed as traditionally segregated job categories. Thus, such an

approach as suggested in the scenario would seem not only to give

mamige of being effective; but,also able to withstand legal

challenge.

The utilitar ian motivation illustrated in the scenarlo!vould

also seem to overcome the objections of Sowell (1975) that minor-

ities can .be hurt and that re. cism can be perpetuated by making it

44'
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appear that minority rogress is simply the result of goyern-

ment-mandated affirma/ive action.

seen as necessaryto employ porn

interest, then their Ares ce on

However, if minorities are

a viewpoint of enlightened self-

staff should be viewed as no .

more gratuitous than e'presence of other essential employees.

The.same reasoning would seem to defeat the objections of Cohen

(1977) who fears that affirmative action will it one racial

group against another, "focusing attention to race, creating

anxiety anil agitation about race in all the wrong contexts,

exciting'envy, ilIzwill, and wi.despread resentment of unfair

penalties and undeserved rewards"
\

It may be that the particular utilitarianargdments,which

I have offered by way of'example in the above scenario will not

prove convincing. However, the scenario is meant simply to illus-

trate the type or kind of argument whidh I believe.has the best,

:chance of underpinning an effective affirmative action effort.

It may be that other examples of the utilitarip argument would

prove more convincing, e.g., the avoidance of violencewhich will

:most likely result if the oppressive non - pluralistic structuring

of societi'is not changed.
.

The principle disadvantage outility as a motivation for

affirmative action is that it is two-edged. If.it should appear

at,some time to the majoritythat increasing the number pf minor-

ity staff is not in the majority's best interest, then the effi-
,

cienCy of this'motivation would be lost4epTevent this,ir"

awareness might be developed that whatiki.n the minority q

intereA'is eventually in the majority's interest, e.g., that

increasing the number of minority students and minority staff is

good for everybody in postsecondary education minority and
.

majority alike.

Conclusion,

The 'above critique of morality, legality and utility as

motivational bases for affirmative action has indicated that

none of the three is'entirely free from disability. Still,

.
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utility seems to have fewer disabilities and more strengths than

the other two. Historically, this seems confirmed by the fact that

no significant majority bas ,ever yielded ground to a mnority

unles ft was perceived to be in themajority'e own best interest .

to do so. This is tosay that no-matter how moral people's -rhetoric

might be, ho matter) how law-abiding they might believe- that their

tudition is, and no matter hbw sincerely. they might', feel that they

are committed 'to liberalideals, when it comes to the point of

action, most people will asually respond in a self-interested

manner. Therefore, unless an utilitarian motivational basis for
, ,

affirmative action is more widely adopted, I fear that the status-

quo will not change.

'
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